
Long Tones and Full Breathing Exercise  
 
For full tutorial on this exercise please see my video titled: How to Take Quick, Full and 
Quiet Breaths Between Phrases in Flute Playing 
 

 Practice this exercise at quarter note = 60 BPM. 
 

 Putting a fermata on the second note of each slur is optional. Fermatas may be 
added to the second note of each slur throughout the entire exercise for a bigger 
challenge. Otherwise just practice this exercise without any fermatas. 
 

 Use full duration of the rests to take a full, quiet and intentional breath.  
 

 On exercise 4, take a breath after every group of two notes. Practice to make the 
breath full, quiet and quick so as to arrive on the downbeat of the next measure on 
time.  
 

 For beginners, practice this exercise on any notes that feel comfortable (for 
example, practice on the notes B, A, G, F, E in the low register if those are the 
notes that are the most comfortable) 

 
 

Assessment and Troubleshooting Questions to Ask as You Practice 
the Exercise: 
 

1. Is my quick breath as quiet and full (or almost as full) as my four-count breath? 
Why or why not?  

 
2. Am I relaxing to inhale or am I holding excess tension somewhere when I take in 

air? (check and make sure shoulders are in a relaxed position)  
 

3. Am I dropping my jaw and opening my throat to allow air in efficiently on the 
inhale? 

 
4. Am I allowing my abdominal wall and ribcage to expand freely as I take in air? 

Do I get taller and does it feel good? If not, where is tension occurring and how 
can it feel more open and relaxed as I breathe? 
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Part 3 (Fermatas are optional)
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